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ABSTRACT

The problem of evil is meant to show that the propositions

evil in the world," are

,'1

"C (A) "God exists and is
•

alr-eood and ol1U1ipotent," ~'nd (B) "There is
, , t

loeieally inconsistent and incompatible.

Formulated in.this

-.Ioilowine dilemma.

way, the problem of evil confront,s theism with the

If, on-the one ,hand, it can be shown ,that proposi-

,

, ,
tions (A) and (B) arc logically incompatible, therein lies a proof 'of

, atheism and the end of theism as a rational enterprise. If, on the

other hand, propositions (A) and (B) are, not logically incomp,aUble,

then reJigious and theologi~al utterances become, 'on the basis of

AntoJ:>y Flew's 'falsil)cation challenge, vacuous and meariingle~s, and

are, at bert., pseudo-assertions.

The purpose of this -study is to attempt to resolve the above-
I \

mentioned dilemma by attacking both horns; that is, by showine that

both alternatives are in fac.t false. It is are~ed that propositions

(A) and (B) are not logica~ly incompatible and that, a~thoueh (B)

docs not falsify or count aeainst (A), religious laneuage is noneth"cless

r
)

meanineful. '"In order to substantiate this latter claim,- a careful
r-~:· •...

study of the concept "meaning" is made to show Why the FalsiTication

criterion of meaninefulness is not the only-criterion of meaningfulness,

bu~.that the actual use ~f any languaee provides a sound criterion•. - ~.' .
In substantiating the former cl~im, ,:1 careful examination 01' the

nature and use of such concepts as "omnipotence", "omniscience",

\
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"alf":goodnos:l", and "freedom" is made' in order to compare them as

'they appear in the formulation of tho problem of evil with their
l'

traditional usages. \ Next, the whole ,question of Divine' Onnipotence,
.

Clnniscience .and Foreknowledge, Divine Goodness und l\umun Freeilqm j ~
,

~s discussed to show that the traditional free Will Defence is valid

in that it shows that not evon an omnipotent God could muke men such,
'that. thl'Y would alwilYs choose freely what is ·deht. The notion of

a perfect world, a world free of evil, suffering and defect, is Rext

logically

It is'ureued that a world free of evil and defect is
'( . .

impossible, and further that even if such a world~ .,
\ possible, human life insofar liS it involves moral developments and'

. ,

rationality would not be possible.
, " '

The discussion ends with a consideration of the' attitude of
~.-' .

the rel~'giouS believer When faced with e~l and suffering ,in the world.

It is my. contention that, alth~ph relieio\<~people a~e affeeted by. ' .
·the· great d,eal of pain; evil and suffering in 'toile world, their filith is

. "-

not threatened; thilt is, they need not {and do no0et're up,.their belief

in a God of love; This does not mean that evil and suffering do not
"

affect the believer, that he is not conce,ned about thorn, for clearly

he is. He is constantly struggling with suffering and evil, al~ the

time trying to understand why these must be. He may never understand'

why evil,and sufferine must be, but he,does not relinquish his belief

in God be cause he knows that e:vil will be overcome.i Others (non-

religious people) may never understand his attitude, but that is only

.'because they do not share his beliefs.' And it ishore that the whole

v
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issue between the
«1:0-

believer and

"•

the non-believer reaches (it;. seems} • , J

an unresolvable deadlock.
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INTIlODUCTION \\

The problem of evil is one of the oldest and most intractable
,-

of theological'problems. It is a problem'with which every serious

religious person (and especially the Christian) must grapple, because

.he constantly has to reconcile. the fact of evil and suffering in

the world with his belief in a good and loving God. Imagine a child

being told by his parents that God loves him, cares for him, that
•

this God who is all-powerful and all-good will protect him and guard

him.·The child believes all these things sincere-ly and is overwhelmed

\

by this powerful all-loving God. But he suddenly falls "victim"

to a very painful sickness - malignant cancer maybe. For this child,

·the

God

suffering is more intense simply because he might wonder why his

would allOW ryim to go thro~gh this ~in and:suffering. He might

even be forced to say that this God is not good after all, or that

he does not love him after all., The point here is·that the problem

of evil and 'suffering is a very real proble~ for every religious person,

---------,even the most religious; witness tl1eprophets and even the Christ.

But that is not all. The' problem of evil, it has been claimed

by some recent philosophers,~s much more serious than this; for wnen it

is formulated as a logical problem, it threatens the rationality and

meaningfulness ~f religion as a whole. As a logical 'problem, the problem

of evil is meant to sHow that the statements (A) "God exists and is .all-

good and omnipotent" nnd (B) "There is evil in the world" are logically

.inconsistent, and contradictory. And if indeed it can be shown that

. \
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there are 'internal ,contradictions within theism, this is enough to

call into question the rationality of the whole discipline and to,

, render religious language meaningless. It is for this reason that"I

said above thp,t the problem of evil is one of the most ,intractable of

theological problems"f,or, it is with this problem that theism as a

rationai enterprise stands or falls. 'J.L.Mackie puts it this way:

Here it can be shown, not that religious,
beliefs lack rational support,but that
they are positively irrational, that the
several parts of the essential theological
doctrine are inconsistent with one another,
so that the theologian can maintain his
position as a Whole only by, much more
extreme rejection of rea';on than in "the
former case., He must now be prepared to
believe not merely what cannot be proved,
but What can be disproved from other beliefs
that he also holds. I '

,f-
Now when the problem of evil is formulated as a logical problem,

it does not count only against the rationality of religious beliefS,

but also against t~e mea~~fulness of religious st~tements and utter-
,

ances./' The question of the meaningfulness of religious language has

received, in recent years, a grent deal of att~ntion in Anglo-American

Analytic Philosophy. 2 It has been claimed that religious statements
~,

are no more than emotional or attitudinal ejaculations which express

the user's feelings and st?te of mind. These statements are~not

statements of fact in the sense that the statement, "It is raining,"

is a statement of fact, but are like expressions of approval or dis-

1.
J.L.Mackie, "Evil and Qnnipotence," in N.Pike, ed. God nnd Evil,
pp. 46-47.

2' For a concise and illuminatin[.survey of the reccnt discussion
of religious lanGuage in :"r:,~:o-'\mericariAnalytic Philosopby.see
W.T. Blackstone , The Problem 0: ~clirious Knowledpe. '



approval. \'!hat this means is that Whereas it is pos,sible to verify

(or f~sify) empirically the statement, "It is raining," it is not

possible (it is claimed) to verify empirically "God exists," or

"God loves us." (For example, when some'one"says', "God loves me," he

is saying no more than "I am happy. ") It is not even possible to

verify the latter statements in principle: that is, to say what could

possibly count as verification. This has led philosophers like

",A. J. Ayer, A. Flew and J. L. ~lackie, among others, to 'charac~rize

religious statements as nonsensical or cognitively meanineless.

"The meaninglessness of religious language can also be brought out
Q

on logical grounds. For example, if,it could be shown that a particular

3

discipline or schema is logically inconsistent, or contradictory or

embodies logically contradictory premises, then the language of this
'-"'

discipline (it is clairr:ed) is meaningless. This is precisely how

the problem of evil ~s a logical problem affects the meaningfulness

of religious language. This 'thesis is mainly concerned with ,the problem

~f evil as a lOGical and linGuistic problem and not so much as a disproof

of God's existence. For this reason, I have chosen to COncentrate on

those writers (e.g., H. J. HcCloskey, J. C. ~:ackie, A. G. N. Flew,

R. D. ~adley) who formulate the problem in the former,sense. 3 These

philosophers claim that the problem of evil confronts religion with two

logically .contradictory ptopositions, viz., (A) "God exists and is

all-good 'and omnipotent," and (B) "There is evil in the world."

3. It}s, however, the opinion of these writers that the issues
~y deal with are continuous with the entire tradition of the
question of evil. ~hether they are right 'in this regard and in
their interpretations of the position". of major historical
writers on the problem of evil is not 'my, concern here. Con
sequently, when any references are made to writers outside
the discussion (e.g., st.Augustine,' Aquinas), such references
are'mercly'for illustratio~ and elucidati9n.
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The point which the De philosophers are emphaDizing iD not Dimply that

the problem of evil iD a disproof of God's existence, but more than
,', .

that. For them, it is a question of the meanincfulness of reliGious

statements and 'utterances.

Now, it is clear that one way to define 'a contradiction is to
. .

s~y that anythinG at all can follow as a conclusion from it. The

following lOGically valid proof"will illuDtrate this: 0-I .... '

p.~p::> G ( God exists) ""I, I

1 (1) p .",p A
2

!~l
G A

1,2 ~p. ~ p~ ::> a<!, I
1,2 4) p. ,.." p ~ E
1,2

~~
....-,vG oHM

1 G DN
,

From the above proof, it is clear that, if, in any particular_

schema, a contradict~on can be shown to be central 'to that schema, then

that schema is cpmpatible with every and any state of affairs or pro-

positions; in othet words, it is meaningless. This brings up the

"falsification challenge" of Antony' Flew which states that for an

assertion or statement to be meaninGful, to assert anythinG, it must

be possible to indicate what would count against it. A statement or

assertion that is compatiblc-,with every and any-e-tate of affairs is

meaningless. The falsification -ch~lenge is a very serious one for

reliGious language 'and must be met.~e way of meeting it, I,bftlieve,

is to question the status of tne falsification principle as the sole

criterion of meaningfulness. This, I will argue, can be done by

provid~ng a careful analysis of the concep~ "meaning". (This is dealt

with in Chapter VI~)

~.'.',:~
,
"
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The problem' of evil, then, confronts theism with the following

5

dilemma, If, on the 'one hand, it can be shown that propositions (~)

and (D) are incompatible and contradictory, therein lies a proof,of'
(

atheism or the end of, thcism as a .rational enterp,rise. If, on the- '

othe'r hand, it can be shown that propositions (A) and (D) are, as a

matter of fact, not contraaictory, i.e.",'that the truth o~ (D) does
, .......

not count against the truth o~' (~), the~ religious utterances become;

on the basis of Antony Flew's falsif{cation challenge~ vacuous.and'

meanine~e~s and' arc" .,at best,! pseudo-asserti,pns., For 'according ):.0

Flew, if the theologian is not willing to allow anything to C?unt

" .against 'his claim, "God loves us'," or "God is good," then such a

claim ends up beine'void of content and, hence, meaningless.

The purpo~e of this study is to attempt to resol~e the above~ -

mentioned -dilemma by attacking both horns; that is, by showing that

~'\'.... '\> -
",.

-'\."
..~~

both alternaJ:.ives are in fact false. It will be argued that the
I

o

propositions (A) ':God exists and is all-good and omnipotent," and'

(D) "There is evil in the world," are not logically contradictory;

that is, that (D) does not falsify (A), and that although'proposition

'(D) docs not falsify or count against proposition (A). religious lan&Uage

is nonetheless meaningful. This qoes not mean that the problem 01

evil "disappears" b;y showing that it does not contain ~he contra

diction as its propon~nts claim ,it does. The problem does not disappear
\

but has a proper place~ religious belief, and it will be argued that. '
the place or role which he problem of evii has in r~ligious belief

in fact illuminates the way(s) in which religious language is meaning-

ful.
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In carrying out the above proera~e, a caref~ examination

(Chapter II) of the nature and use of such concepts as "omnipotence",
I

"omniscience" "all-nood'" "evil"', and "freedom" will be made in.. ' ~,

../
orDer to compare them as they appear in the formulation of the

problem of evil by J. L. 'Mackie, Antony Flew anP H. J. McCloskey wit~

their traditional usaGes. Nex~, the questions of divine omnipotence,
•

omniscience and foreknowledge, divine goodness and hwnan freedom

arc discussed to show that a traditional answer to ·the problem of

evii 'in the form of the free will defence is valid in' that it shows

that hwnan freedom implies at least the possibility of many choices;

that is, that not even an omnipotent God could make men such that

they wo~ .alwavs freely choose what ls right. 'Chapter Four deals

with the~notion of a perfect world, that is, a world free of evil,
(- .

sUfferi~g and defect, and to what extent such a world is possible

. and desirable. It will be argued that a world free of evil and defect

is logically impossible. It will be argued further that even if

such a world'~ possible, human life insofar as it involves moral'

developments and rationality would not be possible. It is possible,

of course, that some 'sort of creatures might inhabit such a world,

but they ~ould not be creatures capable of moral and rational develop

ment; in short, they would not be hwnan beings. The first part of

,the discussio~ends with Chapter ~ve where it is argued that the
I .

fact of evil in the.world docs not falsify tha existence of a God who

J '

6

is all-good and" omnipotent, that the pr;>positions" (A) "God exists

and is all-good and 0nu;ipotent" and (B) "There is evil in the world"

are in' fact compatible. •

\

r~.
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